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STEPPING STONES
Mortimer House, Valley House & Outreach Service

(For looked after young people and Day Pupils)

Overview

Stepping Stones provides an adapted national curriculum which is personalised and individualised leading to 

nationally accredited and recognised qualifications. 
Stepping Stones offers a unique, warm, safe and caring educational environment for children who may not thrive and 

achieve in an external setting at this point in their lives. We understand young people learn in very different ways, 

and a person centred approach enables success. 

‘Stepping Stones’ is a learning environment situated in a beautiful period property in Tamworth, Staffordshire. Its 

atmosphere enhances opportunities that are conducive to learning. Staff can offer education in a holistic, informal 

way. We are dedicated to re-motivate, re-engage, inspire learning and build self-esteem through an initial 12 week 

assessment period before the longer term place is secured. Our next step is to review, reflect and progress the 
education pathway to success for the young person.

As a transition school, we are always forward thinking the longer term education journey for our young people. For 

new residents to Young Foundations, we offer the option of an additional nurture classroom at our site in Fillongley. 

For day pupils, a home tuition outreach service is available at requst. These are just some of our interventions we 

offer to young people as a step before joining us at Mortimer House.

Stepping Stones allows practical and creative learning to take place with discreet underlining curriculum whilst 

broadening young people’s learning experiences and improving their confidence.

Identification of need

Stepping Stones identifies needs through meeting the young person, self-assessment, EHCP Plans, prior education 
reports, statements, meetings and information gathering with parents, carers, CAMHS, Education Psychologists, 
key workers and takes a multi-agency approach to be able to build education around the child. Head of Education 
is involved at referral stage and initial meeting with the young person to complete a learning journey to information 

gather and plan. This contact continues through the learning journey. Time is taken to build trust with the child and 

informal discussions are had to plan and build a timetable that embeds core curriculum in a holistic, fun way whilst 

using interests and strengths to personalise the learning. Assessments (Numeracy and Literacy) are planned and 

introduced at appropriate times to track base line progress. Young people’s self-assessment of core subjects and 

Life Skills are assessed to track distance travelled. We have our own Educational Psychologist to whom we work in 
partnership to compliment our approach. We have excellent external links with Stakeholders, specialist SEN Teachers, 
enrichment opportunities, SENAR team, Schools, Colleges and off site provisions. A 12 week assessment period 
allows refresher, identification of needs and suitability for all.



SCHOOL POLICIES

Ofsted - Our latest Ofsted report is available on our school website.

Stepping Stones holds all statutory policies required by law. These are also available on our website at
www.youngfoundations.com

EFFECTIVENESS OF PROVISION

Stepping Stones submits a CENSUS annually to the Department of Education to show success and progress 

of each child. Stepping Stones provides a Self-Evaluation Survey annually and continually updates its School 
Development Plan.  Young people are registered against OCN (Open College Network) qualifications and also 
have the opportunity to study Functional Skills
This year we have celebrated 92% positive outcomes for young people attending our school for over 2 months and 

previously not in full time education. This current year (2019) has celebrated a total of 221 nationally recognised unit 

qualifications. We have also secured 95% positive outcomes of Functional Skills.  Young people may also have the 
opportunity to work towards GCSEs if appropriate with prior agreement, however our aim is to be able to transition 
back into community schooling longer term where GCSEs can be accessed fully. This year we have added a target 
focussed intervention ‘Closing the Gap’ to maximise learning outcomes by reducing gaps in learning. This has been 
extremely successful in bridging learning to enable a young person to progress to the next level. This is delivered in 

fun, creative way to allow confidence to grow. Governors are involved monthly at Operations Meetings to discuss the 
young people’s progress and achievements. Quality Reports are produced and scrutinised monthly to allow robust 
governance. Governors attend our Annual Prom and take pride in all successes of our children. All timetables are 
personalised and currently young people are taught no more than 4:1. A Teaching Assistant is present in lessons 

to ensure safety, learning and all opportunities are maximised. Discussion with Head of Education at the time of 
placement with all interested parties will be taken into account to maximise support for the young person. Flexible 

learning packages are in place to allow time to establish, grow and re-engage or build confidence. We have been 
extremely successful in transition programmes and have many young people progress off site into full time in school/

college following our intervention. PEP meetings (where applicable) are conducted termly in line with Government 
guidelines and progress tracked weekly through tutorials and at six weekly Assessment weeks. LAC reviews, 
MDT meetings , Educational Psychology strategy meetings and professionals meetings are attended to discuss 
presentations, progress, outcomes and destinations to date



Why functional skills instead of gcses?

Here at Stepping Stones we firmly believe in helping young people to achieve at every stage of their lives. Our focus 
is to equip all our young people with skills, qualifications and experiences to prepare them for their futures, careers 
and adulthood. With today’s pressures surrounding GCSEs and the emphasis more than ever being on exams rather 
than coursework, a two year study programme with a final exam can, for some, be too daunting, too pressurised 
and may result in a young person not achieving positive results. As Stepping Stones is a transition school, our aim 

is to secure nationally recognised qualifications in the right environment, with low pressured approaches to ensure 
good outcomes and emotional well-being whilst preparing young people for their next step of their journey. Our 

Functional skills (Open Awards) exams can be taken at any point with minimum notice, allowing us to maximise 

periods of positivity, allowing the young person the best chance of securing the desired outcome. 

• What Does the DfE say?

• What do individuals with an English or Maths Functional Skills qualification have to offer?

• With employers in mind, reformed English and maths qualifications have been designed to better equip 
individuals with the skills required to succeed in the workplace. Feedback from employers was taken on board by 

the Department for Education as part of their consultation on the proposed subject content. As part of this, they 
have introduced more of a focus on spelling, punctuation and grammar without dictionaries, using times tables 

and working with and without a calculator. These changes will empower learners to use English and maths more 
confidently in the workplace. Functional Skills often contextualise maths and English which helps learners apply these 
skills in real life work settings.

• Functional Skills level 2 qualifications are at the same level as a grade 4 or C and above at GCSE.

• Opening up job opportunities to individuals with a Functional Skills level 2 as well as GCSEs means that employers 
can widen their pool of applicants and increase their options

• https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/functional-skills-qualifications

• A recent report by the Education and Training Foundation: Making maths and English work for all, described how 
the traditional learning approach leading to GCSEs can, for some students, present real problems – often leading to 
disappointing results.

• With just 7% of re-sits in English and maths obtaining the desired grades (after first failing to achieve them), simply 
re-treading the same educational steps is more often than not giving the same results.

• We have long been arguing there needs to be an alternative to GCSE, one that suits greater contextualisation in 
delivery and supports the type of practical application of English and maths needed in the work place.

MDT meetings , Educational Psychology strategy meetings and professionals meetings are attended to discuss 
presentations, progress, outcomes and destinations to date



PROGRESSION

Our main aims to help a young person aspire to reach their full potential. We build resilience, self belief 
and outcomes to achieve. Daily Hand-overs are given to Stepping Stones from our residential homes to link 
communication and allow daily planning and adapt change if necessary. My Day forms are completed to 
capture learning for each lesson. 
Outcomes and achievement, ‘My Day’ and enjoyment - this allows more personalisation and engagement. Hand-

overs are then returned to the homes/parents/carers at the end of the school day. Senior staff attend PEPS (Personal 
Education Plan) meetings termly, LAC Reviews (Looked after child), EHCP Meetings (Education Health Care Plan) and 
regular meetings with parents/carers and external agencies to include external Schooling, Independent Reviewing 
Officer meetings etc. Head of Education also attends the monthly MDT meetings to make sure all staff are aware of 
current presentations and impact. Progress reports are submitted to all parties also. Every 6 weeks, Stepping Stones 
offers an Assessment Week to assess progression (holistically and educationally), celebrate successes, set/review 

targets and undertake tutorials. Many of our young people have progressed to positive destinations with the support 

of Stepping Stones. This has included, College, 6th Forms, external schooling and education provisions.

School’s Approach to Teaching Pupils with Special Educational Needs

Stepping Stones personalises each child’s learning programme. A full Accessibility Plan is active and available 
on our website. Each timetable is drawn together to empower each child whilst addressing need. 
Specialist SEN teachers are resourced to deliver creative, holistic, personalised learning in a fun way. Head of 
Education frequently involved and overseeing delivery to make sure maximum opportunities to embed core 
curriculum are embraced. Each child is assessed and learning styles noted. Teaching is differentiated by using areas 
of interest for each child where possible. Current levels range from Entry 1 to Level 2. Units from the OCN are chosen 
based on areas of strength (to build confidence and engagement) and gaps in learning (to address weaker areas) for 
each child. New qualification offers are always being explored to maximise outcomes and achievement. All subjects 
are considered if a young person expresses a wish to learn one but always the core curriculum underpins everything 

we do. Trips and Enrichment are offered as part of the school day to embed life skills and Independence. This is 
learning in a practical way to embed subjects like PSHE, Maths, English and vocational subjects. Functional Skills are 
also offered to broaden offer and outcomes and enhance progression.

Activities outside the Classroom

Young people are encouraged to participate in off-site activities. This may be visits to education activities, 
places of Worship, Sports activities, local community, Space Museum, Guide Dogs for the Blind, Garden 
Centres, Animal Re-homing Centres and many more. 
These experiences enhance life skills and give new opportunities to learn. Much learning embraces the local 

community to give a sense of community spirit and opportunity. All activities are adapted to make inclusive to all. 

Partnerships with local community projects to include helping the Homeless in Coventry add value to learning. 
To develop further, vocational internships/volunteering are now being offered where appropriate to stretch and 

challenge our learners further into the world of work whilst building self-esteem.



Overall Wellbeing

Regular tutorials are conducted and weekly feedback from the young person is completed to capture any 
issues and strengths etc. with their individual health Care Plan. A PCEP compiled to inform all staff and a 
‘One Page Profile’ is available to all staff to recognise learning styles, triggers, strengths, ways to teach me 
and things to remember. Personal Risk Assessments are present for each child accompanied by their activity 
assessment.
This has been completed in conjunction with the young person and prior information gained from EHCP, PEPs, 
parents/carers etc. Reward and Consequences are built into the daily reviews to show positivity and where a lesson 
may not have been as successful, the next part of the day moves on and a fresh start is made. To date,  

Stepping Stones has no exclusions for the past four years and works hard to adapt timetables, lessons and structure 

of day to suit need. Positive praise is used daily to reinforce progress. Key work sessions with young person’s key 
worker and education can take place if worries are raised. As part of their tutorial, young people complete a weekly 

‘Health and Wellbeing’ scoring system to allow staff to recognise areas of concern. This enables us to work on this 

area before it may escalate and input interventions to reduce anxieties.

wellness - OUR THERAPEUTIC COMPLIMENTARY OFFER

Wellness and Well being - All sessions are bespoke to meet the health and well-being of the young person’s needs, 
not only for that day, but to teach them lifelong coping skills for their future ambitions 

Mindfulness - Using a number of different breathing techniques to help calm the nervous system and to teach young 
adults how to manage their anxiety’s, mood and fear within difficult times and stressful situations.  This is delivered 
through counting, humming, sound and strategic exercises which focus on realising stress from the body.  The objective 
for the session is to set worries and concerns aside focusing on the present moment and to help find skills to look after 
their mental health and well-being 

Yoga - Using a number of poses to release tension from the body challenging the young person to burn off excess 
energy, strengthening the body releasing tension and making the body strong and flexible.  This is followed by deep 
relaxation techniques. Poses are unique to the young person, their abilities and how they are that day, some days they 
need to take things slowly and relax and restore the body.  Poses are chosen specifically to help digestive and stomach 
issues usually from stress and medications, to relieve tension especially in the neck and shoulders, to help concentration 
and to balance the nervous system 

Sound Therapy - Using gongs and singing bowls and a number of different instruments to help restore the body into a 
deep relaxed state. A time to log off and switch of from today’s modern lifestyles. The vibrations can be felt through the 
body and by listening to the sound, it can help slow down an overactive mind. It helps destress, relax and restore the 
body which is essential to the students mental health and wellbeing. 

Written Feedback (Young Person) 13.01.2020
Before I felt very tense and my arms legs neck and shoulders felt very tight. After I felt much more relaxed and calm, I 
think the sounds and vibrations from the gong took away the stress and tension from my body

Written Feedback 16.03.2020
After the workout I felt more energised and happy. I found the sound bath very therapeutic and relaxing the rain stick 
was satisfying too

(Heidi – Pheonix Yoga)
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Specialist Services and Expertise

Teachers have extensive SEN teaching background for a range of ages and abilities. Specialist vocational 
teachers are resourced to deliver vocational subjects. Partnership working with Animal Sanctuary’s, local 
community and charities allow for further experiences and independence to adulthood. 
On call Psychologists and Psychiatrists are available and Head of Education attends regular MDT meetings with 
the Clinicians to seek advice and updates to learning styles/approaches. An introduction of our own Consulting 
Educational Psychologist now informs our curriculum and practice allowing greater understanding, strategies and 
advice being given on each child which enhances learning and outcomes. Teachers/TAs are Mental Health and 

Learning Needs trained and regularly take part in external training with our Primary Mental Health Trust, SSCB to 
enhance knowledge and understanding. Clinician in house personalised training for all staff based around each 
child enhances understanding of the young person. All staff are trained in Foundations for Safer Care (Safe Hold).  
Head of Education has good links with CAMHS, Education Psychologists, Warwickshire SENAR provision, Tamworth, 
Warwickshire & Coventry SENAR provision, Flexible Learning team, local schools and colleges.

PREPARING FOR ADULTHOOD

Preparing for Adulthood is essential at post 16, however this is often too late for our young people due to 
the missed opportunities afforded them as younger people. 
At Stepping Stones we believe that work to prepare the young person should start as soon as they begin their 

journey with us. The resilience and skills for the outside world is of paramount importance. At Stepping Stones we 

challenge young people to better themselves and to take a journey that they feel is empowering them to develop 

as a person. The progression they make is fundamental to the success they can achieve in adult life and that of 

impending independence. There are many topics that are covered, but most can be encapsulated under the 

following four areas:

  Higher/further education
  Independent living

  Participating in Society 

  Healthy Lifestyles

Young Peoples Voice

Discussions take place weekly to capture thoughts, reflection on learning and ideas. Stepping Stones also 
holds weekly Student Voice sessions to allow young people to discuss their thoughts, ideas and values. 
Key worker sessions provide time also for feedback and advocacy between school and home. Schools Improvement 
Advisor visits termly to oversee the school, meet and gather student’s thoughts, comments and feelings as part of our 

audit. A ‘worry box’ is promoted in school to allow a confidential way of communicating for young people who may 
not be able to express themselves or worries verbally. Young people have access to their comments, compliments 

and complaints leaflets to also record in confidence if they wish. Ofsted Care regulators will question, discuss and 
judge impact of our education along with their findings for care provision.



Overall Wellbeing - clinical input

Stepping Stones School have the pleasure of working with our own specialised Educational Psychologist, 
Clinical Psychologist and Clinical Psychiatrist to enhance our working practice for the benefit of our young 
people through our teaching and delivery.
Professional relationships between staff and young people are vital to build up rapport, trust and honesty. This is 
fundamental in building accurate packages to meet their needs. Young people in education are regularly assessed 

and reviewed through the units and outcomes studied, pastoral interviews and assessment packages to evaluate 

what they have learnt and progress made. We also hold regular meetings including Personal Education Plans, LAC 
reviews and Annual Reviews. Young people also receive end of year School reports and progress reviews.

Clinicians and care staff including the Home Manager are vital to our service in a variety of ways, from staff training 
to strategies that we can implement. The clinicians that we use in our service are dedicated to improve lives of young 

people through a personalised, holistic approach. This is naturally blends into our service, values and ethos. We also 

have access when needed, to Warwickshire’s Local Authority Clinicians to include Educational Psychologists, Speech 
and Language Team, Occupational Therapy, Social Workers and CAMHS.

We receive the Education and Health Care Plans from the Local Authority and plan our curriculum and timetable to 
incorporate the young person’s needs and targets. We are currently planning and extending new curriculum’s for the 

next academic year and a Physical Education rolling timetable is designed to address Physical Health and Well-being 
for the Young People. Our clinicians are fully supportive of these ideas and has worked with us to develop. 

Working closely as a team with our Clinicians for advice allows us to discuss observations, gather advice, trial new 
approaches to allow the young person to flourish within education by being fully supported. It highlights potential 
triggers and allows de-escalation in a positive way so the young person feels understood.

Young people are able to access their Key Worker when returning to the home out of school hours, but if we feel that 
a key work session is needed and the young person is not engaging during lesson then we can request this as part of 

their timetable.

Because our clinicians may meet with our young people (LAC’s) they are able to provide us with detailed clinician 
reports which help us tailor our curriculum, timetable and informs us of enhancing their access and study. It gives us 

a personalised overview of the young people we work with. Time is built into the young person’s timetable to have 

access to our Clinical team weekly on a 1:1 basis to allow time for reflection and therapy (The same principles apply 
for our Day pupils but as they have their own external professional input, our Clinicians act in advisory capacity for 
staff). New strategies can be shared to benefit the young person. This builds on a partnership approach for all, and 
illustrates a whole system approach.

we work with. Offering workable strategies for each child allows for a uniform approach through Care and Education.

to specific subject areas depending on their skills set.

Our Clinicians have supported staff with online learning i.e.: MindEd/The Social Care Training Hub/PMHT to keep up 

Clinicians also provide us with details of medication, understanding the possible side effects.

Our Head of Education attends Multi-Disciplinary meetings to make sure we share and are guided by new 

Our Clinicians are a vital part of our Education Service. They give us an informative, personalised, young person 

Please contact Emma Gillin – Head of Education
Mortimer House, 17 Victoria Road, Tamworth B79 7HS

Telephone: 01827 337998 / 01676 542875 (Nurture Class)

Mobile: 07811414551



Overall Wellbeing - clinical input (cont)

We use clinicians for our staff training to build on continued professional development. This has had positive 

outcomes with staff being able to recognise further symptoms and triggers and then to understand and utilise tested 

strategies with our young people. Sharing of good practice is essential in our service to ensure that we are consistent 

in our approach with our young people. This also helps in building a fuller picture of the individual’s needs to which 

we work with. Offering workable strategies for each child allows for a uniform approach through Care and Education.

Young people where possible are involved with subject selection and building a broad and balanced curriculum, 

family participation is also important in making decisions in respect of their background and interests. This can inform 

forward planning in respect of strategies we can use and subject choices. Specially trained teaching staff are matched 

to specific subject areas depending on their skills set.

Our Clinicians have supported staff with online learning i.e.: MindEd/The Social Care Training Hub/PMHT to keep up 
to date with latest practice.

Clinicians also provide us with details of medication, understanding the possible side effects.

Our Head of Education attends Multi-Disciplinary meetings to make sure we share and are guided by new 
information to support each young person. 

Stepping Stones offers a transition education service where we are able to re-engage and re-motivate young people 

back into education. Following on from Stepping Stones and before other provision maybe considered our clinicians 

are able to support with transitions to new education providers once the young person is ready. This includes 

meetings with schools, colleges, advice on risk management and training for external educationalists working with 

our young people. This is paramount with the emphasis on Mental Health within schools being supported.

Our Clinicians are a vital part of our Education Service. They give us an informative, personalised, young person 
approach to envy. 

 

Further information on Stepping Stones School:

Please contact Emma Gillin – Head of Education
Mortimer House, 17 Victoria Road, Tamworth B79 7HS

Telephone: 01827 337998 / 01676 542875 (Nurture Class)

Mobile: 07811414551



CURRICULUM PLAN 

high school edition

Prevent Awareness

RAG rating for progress & achievement

Attendance Awards

Sex Relationship Education

Functional Skills

Tutorials

  Student Voice

  Solution Focussed Approaches

 Build education 

 Believe in every young person

Offer and advise on ‘next step, learning pathways

Use teaching skills to forge trusting relationships

Differentiation (individuality lessons)

  Relaxation & Yoga

  Educational Trips

Bespoke Lessons

  Transition Timetables

  Preparing for Adulthood

  Build Resilience

  Re-motivate learning

  Build Self esteem

  Build social skills

  Recognise positive education futures



  Prevent Awareness
  RAG rating for progress & achievement
  Attendance Awards
  Differentiated resources

  Community awareness

  Sex Relationship Education

  Functional Skills

  Tutorials

  Student Voice

  Solution Focussed Approaches

  Online Courses

  Build education 

  Believe in every young person

  Offer and advise on ‘next step, learning pathways’

      

WHAT
WE DO

  Use teaching skills to forge trusting relationships

  Differentiation (individuality lessons)

  Event celebrations

  Relaxation & Yoga

  Educational Trips

  Bespoke Lessons

  Creativity in lesson delivery

  Transition Timetables

  Preparing for Adulthood

  Close gaps in learning

  Build Resilience

  Re-motivate learning

  Build Self esteem

  Build social skills

  Recognise positive education futures



DIY

Yoga/Mindfulness
P.E/Sports
Managing & Using Coping Strategies
Tutor Time

Student Voice

  Health & Wellbeing Tracking

Stress Management
Personal Hygiene/Presentation

  Development of Interpersonal Communication skills

Socialisation and Emotional Skills – coming together as 

  Decision Making

  Building Confidence and Self Esteem

  Dealing with Anxiety

  Getting to know you
  Healthy lifestyles
  Welfare Box (Worry box)
  Food & Nutrition

  Resilience

  Ground maintenance 

  Design

  Painting

  Wallpapering
  Landscaping
  OCN Qualifications
  Bird boxes
  Tool Identification
  Bike Maintenance

  Electrical tools 

  Gardening
  Risk assessments
  Hand tools identification
  Hanging baskets
  P.P.E.
  Making a product
  Basic Brickwork

Martial arts
Horse riding

Skateboarding

  Bowling

Walking
Gong therapy

  Yoga
Relaxation
Sports in park
Tennis
Boxing

  Warm up

  OCN Qualifications
Rest and Recovery time

Team games

Modelling
  Anatomy

  Personalised Communication Passports

  Yoga/Mindfulness
  P.E/Sports
  Managing & Using Coping Strategies
  Tutor Time
  Student Voice

  Health & Wellbeing Tracking
  Stress Management
  Personal Hygiene/Presentation
  Development of Interpersonal Communication skills
  Peer Friendships

  Socialisation and Emotional Skills – coming together as 
a team

  Decision Making

  Building Confidence and Self Esteem

  Dealing with Anxiety

  Getting to know you
  Healthy lifestyles
  Welfare Box (Worry box)
  Food & Nutrition
  Safeguarding

  Resilience

Ground maintenance

Wallpapering
Landscaping
 OCN Qualifications
Bird boxes

  Tool Identification
  Bike Maintenance

Gardening
Risk assessments

  Hand tools identification
Hanging baskets
 P.P.E.

  Making a product
  Basic Brickwork
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Tutor Time

Student Voice

  Health & Wellbeing Tracking

Stress Management
Personal Hygiene/Presentation

  Development of Interpersonal Communication skills

Well BEING
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 P.P.E.
  Making a product
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  Football 
  Martial arts
  Horse riding
  Cool down

  Circuit training

  Crazy golf

  Skateboarding
  Pulse raisers

  Bowling
  Climbing

Sport
Practical

Theory
Sport

  Walking 
  Gong therapy
  Cycle hire

  Yoga
  Relaxation
  Sports in park
  Tennis
  Boxing
  Warm up
  Scootering

  OCN Qualifications
  Rest and Recovery time 

  Fitness levels

  Evaluation of performance

  Team games 
  Individual sports

  Modelling
  Anatomy
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  Artist Research 
  Public Performance

  Different Styles & Genres
  Guitar
  Ukulele
  Djembi

  Keyboard

  Cajohn

  Vocal Skills

MUSIC

DRAMA

  Group Performances
  Individual Performances

  Portfolio

  Song writing

  Confidence Building
  Modelling/Demonstrations
  Analysing Lyrics - Reading between the lines

  OCN Qualifications
  Encouraging peer-support and peer learning

  Music
  Video/photographic evidence
  Oral storytelling

  Key terms glossary

  Mask workshops
  Vocal skills
  Group discussion/hot seating
  Drama Theory & Practical Lessons
  Theatre Visits
  Stage Makeup

  Monologues  
  Roleplay 

  Encouraging Teamwork
  Facial Expression and Gesture
  Improvisation/Still images
  Drama Games
  Explanation Videos to help explain techniques

  Mind Maps
  Reflecting on trips, shows, visits
  Socratic Questions

  Costumes for Performance

  Mime
  Acting Skills

EXPLORING THEIR FEELINGS/EMOTIONS  

THROUGH MUSIC/LYRICS

OCN Qualifications
National Curriculum (Key Stage)
Variation
Habitats

  Science & Our Universe

Human body

Group Discussions

  OCN Qualification
  BKSB diagnostics

  1-1 sessions at the pace of the learner
  Practical & Theoretical Lessons
  Money
  Time

Grammar
  Reading

  Confidence building

  Target settings
  Stretch & challenge Opportunities

  Functional Skills



Artist Research

Different Styles & Genres
Guitar
Ukulele

  Vocal Skills

  Group Performances

Confidence Building
Modelling/Demonstrations
Analysing Lyrics - Reading between the lines

OCN Qualifications

Music
Video/photographic evidence

Mask workshops
  Vocal skills

Group discussion/hot seating
  Drama Theory & Practical Lessons

Theatre Visits
Stage Makeup

Monologues 
  Roleplay
  Encouraging Teamwork

Facial Expression and Gesture
Improvisation/Still images
Drama Games
Explanation Videos 

  Mind Maps
  Reflecting on trips, shows, visits

  Mime
  Acting Skills

  OCN Qualifications
  National Curriculum (Key Stage)
  Variation
  Habitats
  Science & Our Universe
  Electrical circuits

  Electricity

  Space

Science

THE GAP
CLOSING

  Environmental Issues 

  Human body
  Fossil fuels - Ecology

  Fire Safety

  Discussion

  Group Discussions
  Eco-syst ems

  Energy Use

  OCN Qualification
  BKSB diagnostics
  Personalised sessions numeracy 
  Personalised sessions literacy

  Initial baselining to capture areas of strength

  Focus on areas of development

  1-1 sessions at the pace of the learner
  Practical & Theoretical Lessons
  Money
  Time
  Punctuation

  Spelling 
  Creative writing

  Grammar
  Reading
  Proof-reading

  Confidence building
  Individualised Pathways

  Target settings
  Stretch & challenge Opportunities
  National Curriculum Opportunities

  Functional Skills



  OCN Qualifications
  Communication skills 

  Interview prep

  Training for Jobs of Interest
  Career Reasearch
  CV writing
  Research
  Mock interview

EMPLOYABILITY

SMSC

  Applying for jobs 

  Your rights and responsibilities
  Dress codes for interviews

  Life skills tracker
  Job Searching
  College Searching

  Application forms
  Getting to know an organisation
  Skills audit

  OCN Qualifications
  Student voice

  Confidence buiding & self esteem
  Cultural awareness

  Rights & responsibilities
  British values awareness
  Yoga & mindfulness
  Mindful eating
  Acceptance
  Role play
  Opinions (sharing opinions respectfully)
  Group discussions
  Decision Making
  Spiritual - Religious trips/research 

  Community services

  Protected characteristics 

  Off site trips & activities
  Living in a Diverse Community
  Researches
  Group debates
  Social times/lunch time clubs
  Link to key dates to celebrate religions
  Awareness of faiths
  Meditation
  Well being box (Worry Box)
  Local Services Recognition
  Cultural Days

  Current Affairs
& undestanding

OCN Qualifications
  Sex Relationship Education
Prevent Awareness

Current Affairs
  Social Skills
Mental Health Awareness

Guest Speakers
Young People & The Law

  Healthy Relationships
  Wellbeing
  Recognising Feelings & Emotions
  Health and Hygiene
Safety (personal)

Off site trips & activities
Community Activities

  Group discussions

  Independent & small group work
  Looking after clothing
  Role play
  About me - 
  OCN qualifications
  Domestic life skills

Getting out in the community
Budgeting

  Goal setting
  Life skills assessment checklist
  Taster days

  Cooking
  Running a home - 



  OCN Qualifications
  Communication skills

Training for Jobs of Interest
  Career Reasearch
CV writing
Research
Mock interview

Applying for jobs
Your rights and responsibilities

  Life skills tracker
Job Searching

Application forms
Getting to know an organisation
Skills audit

  OCN Qualifications

  Confidence buiding & self esteem

  Rights & responsibilities
  British values awareness
  Yoga & mindfulness
  Mindful eating
  Acceptance
  Role play
  Opinions (sharing opinions respectfully)
  Group discussions
  Decision Making
  Spiritual - Religious trips/research 

Off site trips & activities
Living in a Diverse Community

  Researches
  Group debates
  Social times/lunch time clubs
  Link to key dates to celebrate religions
  Awareness of faiths
  Meditation
  Well being box (Worry Box)
  Local Services Recognition

  Current Affairs
& undestanding

  OCN Qualifications
  Sex Relationship Education
  Prevent Awareness
  Safeguarding for all

  Knife Crime

  Internet Safety

  Current Affairs
  Social Skills
  Mental Health Awareness

PSHE

LIFE SKILLS

  Guest Speakers
  Young People & The Law 

  Discussion

  Healthy Relationships
  Wellbeing
  Recognising Feelings & Emotions
  Health and Hygiene
  Safety (personal)

  Off site trips & activities 
  Community Activities
  Group discussions
  Celebrating achievements

  Independent & small group work
  Looking after clothing
  Role play
  About me - What I know and what I need to know

  OCN qualifications
  Domestic life skills

  Getting out in the community
  Budgeting
  Goal setting
  Life skills assessment checklist
  Taster days
  Furnishing a home

  Cooking
  Running a home - 

Gardening, shopping, washing, cleaning, recycling,  
bill management and decorating



tutorials

  Rewards 

  Restorative justice
  Restorative mediation
  Well being monitoring
  Progression + Coaching

  Interventions

  Qualification track

  Attendance 

  Raffle tickets
  1:1 communication skills
  Small group communication skills
  All about me
  Student views

Tutorials are a time for Young People to discuss many topics with the schools Progress 

coach. It gives our Young People the opportunities to talk about their concerns which in 

turn can then inform the curriculum. Young people will also discuss their reward systems 

and strategies to aid in their progression and their development. Tutorials are a forum for 

students voices to be heard and to inform their education.

  Banks
Library

  Hobbies

Walk in centres
  Laundrettes

  Buses
Trams
Trains

  Wall paper hanging
Wiring
Gardening

  Washing

Reading a menu

  Washing up

Cleaning a flat
  Tenancy rights
  Landlord responsibilities

  Money management
Healthy living
Healthy lifestyles



Rewards
Restorative justice
Restorative mediation

  Well being monitoring

  Qualification track

  Attendance
Raffle tickets
1:1 communication skills

  Small group communication skills
  All about me

Assessing Community Amenities 

  Banks 

  Library
  Doctors

  Hobbies
  Dentists

  Walk in centres
  Laundrettes

preparing

for adulthood

travel training

  Buses 

  Trams
  Trains

practical

  Wall paper hanging 

  Wiring
  Gardening
  Washing
  Cleaning clothes

  Personal hygiene

  Ordering in a restaurant 

  Reading a menu
  Preparing a dinner

  Washing up
  Following instructions

  Cleaning a flat
  Tenancy rights
  Landlord responsibilities

Contracts

  Money management 
  Healthy living
  Healthy lifestyles

living on a budget

income & expenditure

human rights

healthy relationships

seXUAL HEALTH

prevent DUTY

radicalisation

fire training



  OCN Qualifications

  Reading a timetable 
   (e.g. train)

  Time
  Shapes (geometry)
  Money
  Everyday Maths
  Fractions

  Maths in a Practical Context

  Extracting data
  Capacity

  Area & Perimeter
  Entry level -

  Functional skills
    Qualifications

  Symmetry

  Rounding 10, 100, 1000

MATHS

Independence

  National Curriculum Maths 
(Key Stage) 

  Budgeting
  Addition
  Subtraction

  Measuring
  Percentages

  Graphs
  Sequencing

  Time

  Entry level

  Functional skills
    Qualifications

  Rounding - Estimating
    Shopping

  Travel Training Skills

  OCN Qualications

  Lifestyle tracker
  Looking after clothes
  Budgeting money
  Cooking on a budget
  DIY (Wallpapering etc.)
  Accessing Community 

Services

  Balanced diet
  Furnishing a house

  Community based 

    Activities
  Healthy Eating
  Area & Perimeter

    Using in practical  
    situations

Level 2 OCN unit qualifications

Level 2 OCN unit qualifications

Time management

  Baking

OCN Qualifications
Cooking

Menus

  Labels identification
  Health & Safety

Online Accredited Food Hygiene Course
Checklists - 
Risk Assessments
Theory

  Temperatures and food regulations

  Health & Safety

  Measuring instructions

  Using cooking equipment



OCN Qualifications

  Reading a timetable 
   (e.g. train)

Time
Shapes (geometry)
Money
Everyday Maths

Maths in a Practical Context

Extracting data

Area & Perimeter

  Functional skills
    Qualifications

Rounding 10, 100, 1000

  National Curriculum Maths 
(Key Stage) 

  Budgeting
  Addition

  Measuring

  Graphs

  Time

Functional skills
    Qualifications

Rounding - Estimating

Travel Training Skills

Lifestyle tracker
Looking after clothes
Budgeting money
Cooking on a budget
DIY (Wallpapering etc.)

  Accessing Community 

Balanced diet

    Activities
Healthy Eating

  Area & Perimeter

Level 2 OCN unit qualifications

Level 2 OCN unit qualifications

  Food hygiene

  Time management
  Following a recipe

  Understanding cross contamination

  Using weighing Scales

  PPE

  Baking
  Preparing for a party

  Creating Sweet and Savoury Dishes

Cooking on  
a budget

FOOD
HYGIENE

  OCN Qualifications
  Cooking
  PPE

  Menus
  Safe food storage

  Labels identification
  Health & Safety

    Online Accredited Food Hygiene Course
    Checklists - Hygiene and Allergens

    Risk Assessments
    Theory
    Practical Demonstrations

    Temperatures and food regulations

  Health & Safety
  Food labels

  Ingredient allergens

  Correct hand washing techniques

  Following instructions

  Measuring instructions
  Kitchen hygiene

  Using cooking equipment



  OCN Qualifications
  Pet Care

  Alpaca Farm Visits
  Bird Unit
  Bird Watching
  Grooming
  Health + Safety 

ANIMAL care

gardening

  Planning & Research for garden design
  Demonstrations  

  Xmas table wreaths

  Workplace Health & Safety
  Capacity (Maths)
  Health & Safety
  Landscaping

  Use of Tools
  Habitat Building
  Planters

  Hanging Baskets
  Building a Wooden Frame
  PPE

  OCN Qualifications
  Gravel coverage

  Guide dogs for the blind
  Hoar Park Visits
  Gaining Confidence with Animals
  Animal Feeds
  Pet babies / families
  Animal quizzes
  Dog’s Trust Education Guest Speakers

Voting/Politics/Democracy
Visiting shops
Homeless charity - Anesis

  Local history
  Walks

OCN qualifications
Mixed Media
A Range of Media
T-Shirts Design

  Line form, shape composition
  Printing and Monoprints
  3D/2D shapes
  Colours/Colour-wheel
  Painting/drawing/spray-painting
  Artist knowledge & Research
Fine Art and Craft skills 

Self expression
Evaluations and Reflections

  Research
  Different Styles & Concepts
  Artbook & workbooks

  Marbling
  Christmas Wreaths

Beliefs
Bike hire
Religions

  Travel training
  Trips
  Faiths, beliefs and values



  OCN Qualifications

Alpaca Farm Visits
Bird Unit
Bird Watching
Grooming
Health + Safety 

Planning & Research for garden design

Workplace Health & Safety
Capacity (Maths)
Health & Safety

  Landscaping

Use of Tools
Habitat Building

Hanging Baskets
Building a Wooden Frame

  OCN Qualifications
  Gravel coverage

  Guide dogs for the blind
Hoar Park Visits
Gaining Confidence with Animals
Animal Feeds

  Pet babies / families
  Animal quizzes

Dog’s Trust Education Guest Speakers

  Voting/Politics/Democracy
  Visiting shops
  Homeless charity - Anesis
  Diversity

  Local history
  Walks

COMMUNITY

ART
  OCN qualifications
  Mixed Media
  A Range of Media
  T-Shirts Design
  Key terms

  Line form, shape composition
  Printing and Monoprints
  3D/2D shapes
  Colours/Colour-wheel
  Painting/drawing/spray-painting
  Artist knowledge & Research
  Fine Art and Craft skills 

  Self expression
  Evaluations and Reflections
  Enterprise 

  Research
  Different Styles & Concepts
  Artbook & workbooks
  Collage

  Christmas Decorations

  Marbling
  Christmas Wreaths

  Beliefs
  Bike hire
  Religions
  Education trips - Places of worship

  Travel training
  Trips
  Faiths, beliefs and values



  Researching
  Education visits

  Video presentation
  Work placement visits/volunteering

  Life skills
  Sex, relationship education
  Employability opportunities

HEALTH &  

SOCIAL CARE
  Group work
  OCN certification
  Child development

  Safe guarding

  PPE

  Quizzes

  Bringing up a family
  Role play
  Opinions & discussions

  OCN Certificates
  Presentation Quizzes 

  Group work
  Games
  Booklets
  Research
  Peer assessment

  Paired work
  Mind maps

english
  Functional/employability/life skills
  Skills to Research
  Powerpoints

  Listening
  Discussions

  Speech / speaking & listening
  BKSB assessments & online activities
  Conversations

  Debates

opportunities





STEPPING STONES school

Mortimer House, Valley House & Outreach Service


